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I. INTRODUCTION

THE optical implementation of Optical Multistage Switch-
ing Networks (OMSNs) has been widely studied by re-

searchers. Several architectures have been studied, proposing 
various implementations based on different transmission media
(including fiber, waveguide and free-space optics) and rely-
ing upon various types of components (e.g., MEMS, micro-
ring resonators, directional couplers, etc.) used as switching 
elements.

Recently, research on Optical interconnections is casting
new light on optical switching, and in particular on OMSNs. 
Optical interconnections is the conventional term that indi-
cates the usage of photonic systems to interconnect several
optoelectronic high-speed transmitters and receivers located at 
short distance from one another. “Short” means in general the
range of distances separating subsystems within a system, and
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the embodiments of such definition encompass a very wide
spectrum of applications: rack-to-rack (e.g., inside data-center,
supercomputing or top-line switching facilities), shelf-to-shelf
(e.g., backplane of a rack of servers or pc blades or card
modules), board-to-board (e.g., the bus inside a computer),
chip-to-chip (e.g., over a printed-circuit board), on-chip (e.g.,
interconnecting the cores of a multicore microprocessor). For
all these applications, light offers strong advantages over cur-
rent of electrons as means to propagate information [2], [3].
These are: extremely large bandwidth; attenuation not increas-
ing with frequency; absence of electro-magnetic interference;
low cost, high robustness and small footprint of the transmis-
sion media; low power consumption; etc. Such advantages can
be better exploited if also switching is carried out optically,
possibly integrated with electronic buffering.

The desired interconnection architecture should be flexible
with reference to: (a) target application, (b) network topology,
(c) adopted technology. As for item (a), the vast range of
applications of optical interconnections demands for fabric
architectures that are applicable to different interconnection
scale, from the intra data-center infrastructure for the new
cloud applications [4]–[6] to the sub-millimetric System-on-
Chip (SoC) and Network-on-Chip (NoC) [7]–[9]. With regards
to the selection of network topology (b), the procedure should
allow the designer to add switching stages in a modular way
and to configure the interstage-link patterns according to the
degree of network connectivity (e.g., blocking network, rear-
rangeable/strictly non-blocking network, etc.) needed by the
application. W. r. t. item (c), the architectures should be little de-
pendent, or invariant if possible, to the implementation technol-
ogy selected for the optical switching elements and for the links
between stages. The approach we are going to describe here is
in some aspects similar to a well known method adopted in Very
Large Scale Integration (VLSI) and Ultra Large Scale Integra-
tion (ULSI) integrated circuit design, that is the Thompson grid
model [10].

After a comparative review of the literature on the subject
(Section II), this paper proposes a novel design approach of
interconnection networks (Sections III–V) that faces the three
above aspects, (a–c), of design flexibility. This design pro-
cedure does not set any specific constraint on the network
size N ×N , making it suitable to a vast set of use cases
(a). Section VI applies the design procedure to examples of
either blocking or rearrangeable interconnection networks (b).
Section VII explains how electronic technologies can exploit
our design approach (c), duly taking into account specific
technological constraints.



II. OPTICAL MULTISTAGE SWITCHING NETWORKS

There are recent works proposing OMSN design techniques,
some similar to the direct implementation of the architectures
known from the classical switching theory, some others de-
veloped ad-hoc for optics. These works are interesting but
rather generic about the physical interconnection of the stages
and the switching elements [11], [12]. Other studies have
proposed solutions not compatible with an integrated-optics
implementation [13]–[15]. Some papers appeared in 2004 [16]
and 2008 [17] present architectures developed for MEMS
switching elements. More recent studies deal with multistage
network architectures exploiting waveguides and micro-ring
resonators [18], [19]. Most of these papers focus on networks of
specific size, without caring too much about the scalability of
the proposed architectures. An example of scalability study
of MEMS matrices is presented in [20]. However, in this work,
as in the others cited so far, the proposed architecture is a direct
implementation of classical switching networks (e.g., Benes).

Novel optically-oriented architectures for OMSN have been
introduced in the 80’s and 90’s [21]–[23], exploiting directional
couplers as switching elements. Also these works are more
focused on the topology and are not very specific on the inter-
connection layout. A first paper investigating the modularity of
an integrated-optics architecture based on directional couplers
[24], appears in 2000: in the work a recursive design technique
is proposed. In 2001, another similar study [25] reports a re-
cursive technique to design the stages of a multistage network,
independently on the technology of the switching elements;
little attention is however dedicated to the interconnection of the
stages. Meanwhile, in [26] an analogous approach is adopted to
design MEMS-based stages.

We can classify the cited works into these categories:

• Topology specific, in which the architecture can be imple-
mented with many different switching technologies, but
it can be configured only for a specific network topology
and/or for a specific number of inlets/outlets;

• Technology specific, in which the architecture can be
embodied in many different switching network topologies,
but it can be implemented only by a specific switching-
element and link technology.

Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, all the past papers in
OMSNs-related literature fall within one of the two categories
or in both of them.

Our proposal is innovative compared to the past literature
since it addresses the following targets at the same time: it is
compatible with different optical and even non-optical imple-
mentation technologies and it allows to design the layout of
a vast class of switching networks. Our work deals both with
internal stage architecture and interconnections between stages,
allowing a highly-modular implementation of the network. The
design is the result of a systematic analysis of the properties of
multistage switching architectures. By exploiting the concept of
module, in this paper we show how such systematic approach
leads to a flexible design of a vast class of multistage topologies,
including all the banyan networks and the EGS networks [27].

The modules are easily configurable. Each module is defined
according to the internal stage structure and to the connectivity

Fig. 1. General scheme of a multistage network.

properties of the corresponding stage in a specific network ar-
chitecture. By cascading a number of properly configured mod-
ules, we can obtain the layout of the overall desired multistage
architecture. This layout can be used as blueprint for the phys-
ical implementation of the network. Although the switching
modules are only similar, not exactly identical, this reduces the
implementation complexity in building large optical switches.

In order to simplify the discussion we will refer to a planar
implementation, in which optical signals propagate (in waveg-
uides or free-space) over a plane parallel to the substrate of the
network over which the switching elements are fabricated. The
planar layout is also common to non-optical technologies as for
instance electronic Integrated Circuit (IC) technology. Being
the approach of our technique very general, we will briefly
discuss the possibility of applying the proposed technique to
the electronic case. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
is not considered here, due to space limitations, though it can
be potentially adopted in the proposed OMSNs.

III. MULTISTAGE-NETWORK BASIC

DEFINITIONS AND DECOMPOSITION

As well known from the switching theory [27], a multistage
network is composed by elementary switching elements (SEs)
organized as a sequence of switching element stages (SESs),
interconnected by interstage links. Here only networks with
2 × 2 switching elements (SEs) are considered, each element
having only two possible states: bar and cross. The links
between two adjacent switching stages form an interstage-link
pattern (ILP). We will consider only networks with N inlets
and outlets (N ×N) with S switching stages, numbered from
1 to S and N/2 SEs per stage. The number of interstage-link
patterns is S − 1, numbered after the upstream switching stage
(see Fig. 1).

The routing, blocking and reachability properties of a mul-
tistage network depend on the number of SESs and the con-
nection patterns built in the ILPs. Both SESs and ILPs perform
permutations. In general, an N ×N stage performs a permuta-
tion o = η(i) by mapping its inputs i = {0, N − 1} one-to-one
over its outputs o, with 0 ≤ o ≤ N − 1. The identity permuta-
tion I occurs when η(i) = i ∀ i. The permutation performed by
two adjacent stages is the cascade of the permutations of each
single stage, i.e., η1η2 = η2[η1(i)], if η1 and η2 are the two
individual permutations. The relation ηI = Iη always holds,
but in general the commutative property does not hold, and thus
η1η2 �= η2η1.



Fig. 2. Examples of interstage link permutations.

An SES performs a switching permutation π which changes
over time according to the network state, while an ILP performs
a fixed interstage permutation μ. Thus the overall permutation
of a multistage network can be written as

π1μ1π2μ2 · · ·πS−1μS−1πS

= πS (μS−1 (πS−1 (· · · (μ1 (π1(i)))))) .

The switching theory has identified a number of interstage
permutations that can be effectively used as basic building
blocks in the construction of multistage networks. These net-
works are classified on the basis of the type of μ they adopt in
their ILPs. Two basic types of ILP can be identified [27]: the
Extended Generalized Shuffle (EGS) permutation and the bit-
exchanging permutations.

In this paper we will deal only with this latter type, though the
method we describe is quite general and it can be applied also
to EGS permutation (as mentioned later on). The well-known
banyan networks are all based on bit-exchanging permutation
ILPs. In bit-exchanging permutations, N is an integer power
of 2 (N = 2n) and thus inlets (outlets) of a generic stage are
identified by a binary address of type: a = an−1an−2 · · · a0
(aj = 0, 1), where an−1 is the most significant bit. The inlet of
stage s with address in−1in−2 · · · i0 is connected to the outlet
of s with address on−1on−2 · · · o0 = f (in−1in−2 · · · i0), where
f indicates an operator that scrambles the bits (i.e., exchanges
the position of one or more bit) in a prefixed order.

For the construction of the different banyan network
topologies the following bit-exchanging permutations are
defined [27]:

• σh(in−1 · · · i0) = in−1 · · · ih+1ih−1 · · · i0ih
• σ−1

h (in−1 · · · i0) = in−1 · · · ih+1i0ih · · · i1
• βh(in−1 · · · i0) = in−1 · · · ih+1i0ih−1 · · · i1ih
• δ(in−1 · · · i0) = i1i2 · · · in−1i0
• ρ(in−1 · · · i0) = i0i1 · · · in−2in−1

• I(in−1 · · · i0) = in−1in−2 · · · i0
where (0 ≤ h ≤ n− 1). Fig. 2 shows σ3, β2, δ, and ρ with
N = 16.

Permutations σh and σ−1
h are called h-shuffle and h-unshuffle,

respectively, as they are one the mirror of the other. If h =
n− 1, the two permutations are named perfect shuffle (σ) and
perfect unshuffle (σ−1). The β permutation is called butterfly,
the δ and the ρ are known as bit-switch and bit-reversal,
respectively, while I is the identity. It can be easily seen that
σ0 = σ−1

0 = β0 = I .

Fig. 3. Multistage network decomposition in SuSs.

The family of bit-exchanging permutations can be further
divided into two classes, according to the property of preserving
or not preserving the parity of the inlet in the input-output
mapping. Formally, if on−1on−2 · · · o0 = f(in−1in−2 · · · i0) is
the permutation, then:

• the permutation is parity-preserving if o0 = i0 ∀ i;
• the permutation is non parity-preserving otherwise.
Observation 1: Bit-switch and identity permutations are

parity-preserving, while shuffle, unshuffle, butterfly and bit-
reversal are non parity-preserving.

In this paper we restrict the illustration of our method only
to bit-exchanging permutations that are non parity-preserving
(for short, named NPBP in the following), not due to lack of
generality, but just for space limitations. In fact the method is
applicable to all banyan networks, but for those based on parity-
preserving permutations ad-hoc theorems are needed which
would require a text extension to be covered.

Let us now introduce a final concept we need for the fol-
lowing discussion. We define a superstage (SuS) as the set
composed by the cascade of a switching stage and the following
adjacent interstage-link pattern. In a multistage network of S
stages, in which πs (μs) is the permutation of the generic SES
(ILP), the SuS permutation is given by

ωs =

{
πsμs for 1 ≤ s ≤ S − 1
πs for s = S.

In order to describe a SuS, and without loss of generality, in
the following we will assume that the SES permutation is the
identity: πs = I . This is equivalent to consider all the switching
elements in the bar state and it implies that all connections
between SuS inlets and outlets are arranged as the links of the
ILP. This artifice will be useful to simplify the explanations of
the optical SuS in Section IV.

Any multistage network can be decomposed in a cascade of
SuSs, as shown in Fig. 3 for the case of an 8 × 8 network with
shuffle ILPs. Dually, we can create a multistage network by
cascading SuSs. These two statements seem obvious at a first
glance, but they will gain a more substantial meaning when the
optical implementation will be introduced. The cascadability
of SuSs is made possible by their layout, chosen so that the
outlets of a first SuS spatially matches with the position of the
inlets of the following SuS. This property is essential to make
the architecture modular, i.e., decomposable in elementary
building-blocks.

IV. OPTICAL SUPERSTAGE ARCHITECTURE

This section defines the general properties of the architecture
we propose for implementing multistage networks with optical



Fig. 4. Optical SuS layout.

Fig. 5. Substrate grid with (a) three optical paths and (b) SuS inlets and outlets.

technology, as anticipated in Section I. The basic idea is to
exploit the SuS definition reported above in order to decompose
the network in a set of simple building blocks which can
be easily cascaded and which have a similar layout. Each
block corresponds to a SuS and its internal architecture can be
modified so to reproduce the SES and ILP of the SuS.

According to the definition of an N ×N SuS, its optical
implementation has to contain a set of N inlets, a set of N
outlets and N/2 optical 2 × 2 switching elements. The role
of the interstage links is played by the optical paths connecting
inlets to outlets of a SuS. As mentioned in Section I, the path
can be free-space optical or wave-guided, matching the fabri-
cation technology of the switches. The following discussion is
independent of the specific implementation: it will show how to
design the optical SuSs so that they display the same switching
properties and perform the same permutations as defined by
the theory. Moreover, modularity has to be preserved, so to be
able to assemble an OMSN by cascading the SuS modules.
Therefore, the plan of the optical SuS and the location of
inlets and outlets is selected in order to guarantee matching of
outlets of a SuS to inlets of the next adjacent SuS, as explained
in Section III.

We are proposing a physical layout of an optical SuS with a
“Γ” shape as shown in Fig. 4. The “Γ” shape ensures modularity
and enables a simple and uniform design of the optical paths.1

A useful tool to represent the SuS layout and its internal
architecture is provided by the substrate grid represented in
Fig. 5 (in the case N = 8). The grid has size N ×N , with
columns and rows numbered from 1 to N ; the SuS is inscribed
in this grid: due to the “Γ” shape, the lower-right quarter of

1An OMSN could be decomposed in single stages in different ways. The
“Γ” shape has been chosen as it is simple and easily identifiable. Other shapes
may be chosen without affecting the generality of the proposed mathematical
analysis, provided that they ensure modularity and arrangement of optical paths
in orthogonal patterns. For further explanation see Appendix A.

the grid is unused. Row height and column width are equal
to the same size, that we call base unit. Three sample optical
paths are shown in Fig. 5(a) in order to give a quick idea of
the internal structure of the SuS. Optical paths are composed
only of vertical or horizontal segments joined by 90-degrees
turns. Each element of the grid identified by the position (row,
column) can be only of a finite number of types: horizontal
straight segment (e.g., (1, 1) in the grid), vertical straight
segment (e.g., (4, 4)), left turn2 (e.g., (7, 4)), right turn (e.g.,
(2, 8)), turn pair3 (e.g., (2, 4)), path crossing intersection (at
90◦) (e.g., (2, 6)) and path crossing intersection with an optical
2 × 2 switching device4 (that is supposed to have the two states
cross and bar) (e.g., (1, 4)). In this work we do not consider
wavelength division multiplexing: all signals are at the same
wavelength. Therefore the following conflict-prevention rule
must be enforced: every non empty element of the substrate
grid can be occupied either by a single input-to-output optical
path segment or by two input-to-output optical path segments
with different direction.

The rest of this section explores in detail the aspects of SuS
planning, which are:

• inlet and outlet placement,
• type of optical path,
• positioning of the optical switching elements.

A. Inlet/Outlet Placement

Inlets and outlets of the optical SuS are positioned as rep-
resented in Fig. 5(b). They are partitioned according to their
parity and the distance between two adjacent inlets (outlets) is
equal to the base unit. Even inlets, starting from inlet 0, are
placed at the edge of the top row, from columnN/2 to column 1;
odd inlets, starting from inlet 1, are placed at the edge of the
leftmost column, from row 1 to row N/2. The inlets have been
numbered so that inlets 0 and N − 1 are symmetrical relative to
the main diagonal of the grid (see Fig. 5(b)).5 Outlets are placed
in positions which match the position of the inlets of the next
SuS: odd outlets are located at the edge of column N/2, from
row N/2 + 1 to row N ; even outlets are at the edge of row N/2,
from column N to column N/2 + 1. Fig. 6 shows an example
of a OMSN built by cascading three 8 × 8 SuSs.

B. Optical Paths

We require that optical paths have to connect inlets to out-
lets along the shortest possible route. In fact by reducing the
distance traveled by light inside the module, we also reduce

2Turns are implemented by fixed mirrors in case of free-space optics and by
bended waveguides in integrated optics.

3The diagonal segment represents a double-faced mirror (or a pair of 90◦

bends) to indicate that both the optical paths change direction.
4Represented as a solid black square.
5The proposed inlet/outlet placement descends from the “Γ” shape selected

for the SuS. If other shapes are chosen, positions may have to be redefined
accordingly, but without affecting the generality of the proposed method,
provided that symmetry with respect to the main diagonal of the grid is
preserved. Also note that even/odd positioning of inlets/outlets can be reversed,
if that is done for all the SuS.



Fig. 6. Three-stage network with corresponding SuS implementation.

Fig. 7. Optical path types.

the number of path turns and thus the loss (due to bending or
reflection on non-ideal mirrors).

As shown in Fig. 7, when an even (horizontal) inlet is
connected to an odd (vertical) outlet, the simplest and shortest
possible path is composed only by two segments and one turn.
The same applies to a connection between an odd (vertical) inlet
and an even (horizontal) outlet. These are named unique paths
since one single path exists, once the inlet-outlet pair [i, o] to
be connected is selected. If the inlet i is even (odd), the first
segment of the path will lay on the column (row) ci (ri) and the
second segment will lay on the row (column) ro (co).

When the inlet and the outlet to be connected have the same
parity (i.e., both are odd or even), the shortest possible path
is composed of three segments and two turns. In this case,
however, there are multiple paths, all with the same length, as
visible in Fig. 7. Therefore there is a degree of freedom in the
selection of the path: we introduce then the name free paths.
If the source inlet is even (odd) the free path is described by
(ci, rt, co) ((ri, ct, ro)); rt (1 ≤ rt ≤ N/2) and ct (1 ≤ ct ≤
N/2) indicate the row and column, respectively, selected for
placing the central segment. The paths are named horizontal or
vertical based on the orientation of their longest segment, which
is the first one for the unique paths and the middle one for the
free paths. In Section V we will define the criterion to select the
best possible central-segment position in the free paths.

Observation 2: All SuS bit-exchanging permutations have
at least two free paths implementing the links [0, 0] and
[N − 1, N − 1].

In fact the two links are obviously parity preserving, and thus
correspond to free paths.

Theorem 1: In a SuS implementing an NPBP (NPBP-SuS),
the number of unique paths is N/2.

Proof: The number of unique paths is given by the number
of non parity-preserving connections in a SuS (or in the μ
permutation of its ILP). The parity of inlet i is given by the

Fig. 8. 1-shuffle SuS: (a) NPBP and (b) unique paths.

value of its least significant bit (LSB) i0 (even when i0 = 0,
odd when i0 = 1). By definition of NPBP (see Section III), we
know that i is to be connected to o = μ(i), with LSB o0 = ik
where 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1. There are four possible cases:

These four cases uniformly partition the set of N = 2n possible
binary n-bit combinations representing the N inlets. In fact, let
us consider the matrix (with N rows and n columns) displaying
all the input addresses i encoded in their binary form. i0
is the last column of such a matrix, while ik (and thus o0)
is another column. For each one of the pairs [i0, o0] reported
in the table above, we have to compute how many rows of the
matrix exist containing that pair. This is equivalent to counting
the number of different strings of n bits when the value of two
of them is fixed: there are 2n−2 = N/4 different strings for
each case. Thus the number of parity-changing connections is
N/4 +N/4 = N/2. As a consequence, this is also the number
of parity-preserving connections. �

Corollary 1: The set of N/2 unique paths includes N/4
vertical and N/4 horizontal unique paths. Moreover, unique
paths can never generate conflicts between themselves.

The proof is rather trivial and it will be omitted here for
brevity.

Let us introduce the free-path discussion with an example.
Fig. 8 shows the optical implementation of a σ1 SuS with
N = 8 in which all the unique paths have been already routed.

We consider one of the remaining connections that are still to
be routed, for example the free path originating from inlet i = 0
which in a σ1 is connected to outlet o = 0. We recall that this
is the three-segment path (ci = N/2, rt, co = N). According
to the conflict-prevention rule (see above), no element of the
substrate grid can be occupied by two co-propagating optical
paths. Thus, the choice of row rt where to position the central
segment is constrained by the presence of the horizontal unique
paths already established in the substrate grid. Out of N/2 = 4
possible choices, there are actually only 2 positions available
(rt = {2, 4}), as shown in Fig. 9. The selection of the free path
[0, 0], on its turn, sets an additional constraint on the selection
of the next free path. Fig. 9 represents the consequence of the
routing decision for connection [0, 0] on the path [4, 4].



Fig. 9. Possible configurations of the free paths [0, 0] and [4, 4].

The example is generalized as follows. From Theorem 1 it
follows immediately:

Theorem 2: In an NPBP-SuS, the number of free paths
is N/2.

Corollary 2: The set of the N/2 free paths includes N/4
vertical and N/4 horizontal free paths.

Then we have the following:
Theorem 3: There are (N/4)! possible configurations of the

N/2 free paths.
Proof: First, let us observe that horizontal (vertical) free

paths can potentially conflict with other horizontal (vertical)
free paths and with horizontal (vertical) unique paths; any
possible conflict of this kind concerns only the central segment
of the free path.

Without loss of generality, let us start by routing the set of
horizontal free paths. The first free path of the set has only
N/4 possible routings out of N/2, due to the presence of the
horizontal unique paths; once the first path has been established,
for the second horizontal free path there are only (N/4)− 1
alternatives; for the next free paths, (N/4)− 2 possibilities, and
so on, until the last N/4-th horizontal free path for which only
a single route will be available.

This is the situation depicted in Fig. 9. Clearly, the described
assignment of the horizontal free paths can be performed in
(N/4)! different ways.

Once horizontal free paths have been established, we shall
move to the vertical free paths. Thus, we start from a substrate
grid occupied by all horizontal free and unique paths and
vertical unique paths. Let (ri, ct, ro) be the topmost vertical
free path yet to be set up. Row ri contains at this moment
N/4 elements crossed by vertical segments of the established
horizontal unique paths. Moreover, there will be one and only
one already established horizontal free path with rt = ri. Let
this path be (cj , ri, cu): then element (ri, cj) will contain the
turn of the path, while elements of ri at its right will also
host the central segment of (cj , ri, cu). Finally, all the other
(N/4)− 1 horizontal free paths cross ri without deviation, and
thus occupy an equal number of ri elements with their vertical
segments. In such conditions, to avoid any conflict, there is
only one possible position for the column ct of the central
segment of (ri, ct, ro): that is ct = cj . All the other positions
are forbidden as they would cause conflict between vertical
segments. Thus the free path is configured and the element
(ri, cj) is transformed from a turn to a pair of turns. Fig. 10(a)
shows the single possible configuration of path [3, 3] in σ1.

Now let us consider the second-topmost vertical free path yet
to be set up. This path meets the same conditions described for

Fig. 10. Vertical free path routing: (a) path [3, 3] and (b) path [7, 7].

the topmost one, with the only difference that the total number
of vertical paths crossing the row is (N/4) + (N/4)− 2. But
now we have to take into account a new forbidden column cj
occupied by the descending vertical segment of the first vertical
free path. Thus also for the second vertical free path there
is only one possible configuration. Fig. 10(b) shows the con-
strained routing of path [7, 7] in the σ1 example.

This reasoning can be repeated for all the other vertical
free paths, proving that, in conclusion, once all the horizontal
paths are configured, the vertical ones are also decided. That
concludes the proof (which could obviously be repeated the
same configuring vertical paths first). �

We will show that not all the (N/4)! possible configura-
tions of the N/2 free paths are actually suitable to create an
optical SuS.

C. Optical Switching-Element Location

In the SES of an N ×N SuS there are N/2 2 × 2 SEs. SE
k (0 ≤ k ≤ (N/2)− 1) of the SuS is connected to inlets 2k
and 2k + 1. Thus the optical device implementing the SE has
to be placed at the crossing points of the paths coming from
inlets 2k (even) and 2k + 1 (odd), respectively. We recall that a
path from an inlet is of the unique type if it changes inlet parity,
while it is of the free type if it preserves the parity.

Theorem 4: In an NPBP-SuS, the paths originating from the
pair of adjacent inlets 2k and 2k + 1 (0 ≤ k ≤ (N/2)− 1) are
one free and one unique.

Proof: Let us recall the binary matrix mentioned in the
proof of Theorem 1. The assumption that the permutation is
not parity-preserving implies that after the permutation the
last column of the matrix (representing the least significant
bit) must be substituted by some other columns of the matrix.
Before the permutation, the last column was a string of 0 and 1
alternated. In all the other columns of the matrix the elements
of two adjacent rows 2k and 2k + 1 have always the same value
(00 or 11), for any k. Thus, each pair of inlets 2k and 2k + 1,
having as LSB (0, 1), respectively, are connected to a pair of
outlets having as LSB either (0, 0) or (1, 1). Therefore, one
path always changes the parity, while the other preserves it. �

Theorem 5: In an NPBP-SuS, the paths originating from
the pair of adjacent inlets 2k and 2k + 1 (0 ≤ k ≤ (N/2)− 1)
either do not intersect each other or intersect twice.

Proof: Let us assume without loss of generality that from
inlet 2k stems the unique path, while from inlet 2k + 1 starts
the free path (2k + 1, ri, co). Fig. 11 shows four different
configurations of the free path (a, b, c, d) which originate all the
four possible scenarios of intersection with the unique path. The



Fig. 11. Possible intersecting points between unique and free paths.

position of the crossing points depends on the position of the
intermediate horizontal segment ri and of the vertical segment
co of the free path. While co is dictated by the permutation, ri
can be chosen. The following Lemma 1 proves that scenarios a
and c can never occur, thus proving this theorem. �

Lemma 1: In an NPBP-SuS in which inlets 2k (0 ≤ k ≤
(N/2)− 1) and 2k + 1 are connected to outlets o1 and o2,
respectively, then o1 lays on a column (row) having greater
(smaller) index than the column (row) occupied by o2.

Proof: To simplify notation, we assume i = 2k. Inlet i
(i+ 1) is connected to outlet μ(i) (μ(i+ 1)), according to
NPBP μ. As stated before, the outlets of the SuS are sorted
with the same rule of the inlets. Given that, we only need to
prove that μ(i) < μ(i+ 1). In that case, in fact, the index of the
column (row) of outlet μ(i) is greater (smaller) than the index
of the column (row) of outlet μ(i+ 1).

The binary representation of the input of the μ NPBP is:{
(i)2 = in−1 · · · i1i0
(i+ 1)2 = in−1 · · · i1i0.

The LSB will be shifted by the permutation in a new position
h (1 ≤ h ≤ N − 1). Then the output will be:{

(μ(i))2 = on−1 · · · oh · · · o0
(μ(i+ 1))2 = on−1 · · · oh · · · o0.

Let us switch to the decimal representation:

μ(i) =
n−1∑

i=h+1

oi2
i + oh2

h +

h−1∑
i=0

oi2
i,

μ(i+ 1) =

n−1∑
i=h+1

oi2
i + oh2

h +

h−1∑
i=0

oi2
i.

Since i is even, then i0 = oh = 0 and i0 = oh = 1, hence

μ(i) =

n−1∑
i=0
i�=h

oi2
i and μ(i+ 1) =

n−1∑
i=0
i�=h

oi2
i + 2h,

thus μ(i) < μ(i+ 1) for i even. �
In conclusion, we have proven that it is always possible to

configure the paths in a way such that the pair of paths from
inlets 2k and 2k + 1 intersects twice. One of the intersections
occurs in the element (ri(2k + 1), ci(2k)) of the substrate grid:
in this element we can locate the optical SE. From the inlet
layout it descends that the set of SEs of the SuS occupies the
secondary diagonal of the subgrid N/2×N/2 with origin in
(1, 1), as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Switching-element locations.

Fig. 13. Feasible (a) and unfeasible (b) configuration for placing SEs.

V. OPTICAL SUPERSTAGE DESIGN RULES

We stated that not all the (N/4)! possible configurations
of the free paths lead to an implementable optical SuS. For
example, Fig. 13 shows the final result of the path configuration
of the 8 × 8 σ1 SuS initiated in Fig. 9 in the two possible ways.
The solution shown in Fig. 13(a) is actually implementable,
since the paths generate the four crossing points suitable to
locate all the four SEs of the SuS. On the other hand, Fig. 13(b)
shows that only two crossing points are generated by the path-
pairs originating from inlets (2k, 2k + 1): thus there are not
enough sites to accommodate all the SEs.

Thus we need to define a systematic design strategy for a
correct construction of the optical SuS.

Theorem 6: An implementable optical SuS is generated if
the following rule is adopted to configure the horizontal free
paths from the even inlets (after having set up the unique
paths).

1) Configure the free paths in sequence in order of increas-
ing inlet.

2) For each horizontal free path, select the first topmost
central segment available; i.e., set the central segment on
the row with the least possible index.

Proof: This theorem provides a sufficient condition, i.e.,
there may be other configuration policies leading to imple-
mentable SuSs as well, but we are stating that at least these
particular rules are effective. For proving the theorem we need
to show that by applying the rules, the configuration of paths
is such that it originates crossing points between the paths
distributed as in Fig. 12 in every NPBP-SuS.

For this proof, the destinations of the connections are irrele-
vant, as it will be clear later on. Thus in this proof let’s focus
only on the substrate grid reduced to the upper-left quarter with
1 ≤ r ≤ (N/2) and 1 ≤ c ≤ (N/2) (see Fig. 14).

Let consider a generic NPBP-SuS where all the unique paths
are already generated. Let I = {0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 2, N − 1} be
the tuple of the inlets, IE = {0, 2, . . . , N − 2} the tuple of



Fig. 14. Subgrid of a 16 × 16 2-shuffle with unique paths only (IU ).

the even inlets, IO = {1, 3, . . . , N − 1} the tuple of the odd
inlets, IF = {iF } the tuple of the inlets with a free path
and IU = {iU} be the tuple of the inlets with a unique path.
Let IEF = IF ∩ IE = {iEF } be the tuple of the even inlets
with a free path, IOF = IF ∩ IO = {iOF } the tuple of the
odd inlets with a free path, IEU = IU ∩ IE = {iEU} the tuple
of the even inlets with a unique path and IOU = IU ∩ IO =
{iOU} the tuple of the odd inlets with a unique path. Let
R = {1, 2, . . . , (N − 1)/2, N/2} be the tuple of the rows of the
substrate grid, Ru = {r(i)u = (i+ 1)/2} the tuple of the rows
occupied by the initial segment of the (unique) paths of the
inlets i ∈ IOU , Rf = {r(i)f = (i+ 1)/2} the tuple of the free

rows, corresponding to the rows of the inlets i ∈ IOF , and r
(i)
t

the row where the central segment of the (free) paths of the
inlets i ∈ IEF will be placed. We clearly have R = Rf ∪Ru

and rt ∈ Rf .
The condition to originate the crossing points between the

inlet pair (2k, 2k + 1) can be derived from path d of Fig. 11
(path a and c can never occur by Theorem 5): the central
segment of the free path of inlet 2k must be placed in a free
row (rf ) with a index greater than the index of the row where
the initial segment of the unique path of inlet (2k + 1) is
placed (ru). This condition must be satisfied for every inlet pair
(2k, 2k + 1) with 2k ∈ IEF , (2k + 1) ∈ IOU . Thus

∀ iOU ∃iEF : r
(iEF )
t > r(iOU )

u ,

namely (because rt ∈ Rf )

∀ iOU ∃iOF : r
(iOF )
f > r(iOU )

u ,

namely (because of the definition of r(i)f and r
(i)
u )

∀ iOU ∃iOF : iOF > iOU .

Let the tuples of the odd inlets be:
⎧⎨
⎩

IOU =
{
i
(j)
OU

}
with i

(j)
OU < i

(j+1)
OU

IOF =
{
i
(j)
OF

}
with i

(j)
OF < i

(j+1)
OF .

To prove this theorem we have to prove that at least i(j)OF >

i
(j)
OU ∀ j, namely the central segment of every free path must

be placed in the first free row still available.
The binary representation of the generic odd inlet i is:

(i)2 = in−1in−2 · · · i11,

then the binary representation of a generic permutation μ(i) (of
odd inlet i) will be:

(μ(i))2 = on−1 · · · oh+11oh−1 · · · o0(n− 1 ≤ h ≤ 1).

Owing to the definition of unique and free path, the representa-
tions of the generic permutation μ(iOU ) and μ(iOF ) are:

(μ(iOU ))2 = on−1 · · · oh+11oh−1 · · · 0,
(μ(iOF ))2 = on−1 · · · oh+11oh−1 · · · 1;

then the representations of the generic inlet iOU and iOF are:(
iOU = μ−1 (μ(iOU ))

)
2
= in−1 · · · ih+10ih−1 · · · i11,(

iOF = μ−1 (μ(iOF ))
)
2
= in−1 · · · ih+11ih−1 · · · i11.

Switching to the decimal representation:

iOU =
n−1∑
l=1
l�=h

il2
l + 1, iOF =

n−1∑
l=1
l�=h

il2
l + 2h + 1.

The two inlet classes above differ from each other only for
the bit in position h, thus if the odd inlet tuples are generated as
a increasing succession (as it is) then:

i
(j)
OF > i

(j)
OU ∀ j.

�
Let us display the example of a 16 × 16 perfect-unshuffle.

Beginning from unique paths already established, we start
configuring the horizontal free paths from the one originating
from the lowest inlet, which in this case is the path [0, 0].
Fig. 15(a) shows the four alternatives P1, P2, P3, and P4.
According to the criterion mentioned above, we chose P1. The
second inlet to consider is 4: here we have three choices (P1, P2,
P3) (Fig. 15(b)). Again, P1 is selected. Finally, the selection is
repeated for the two alternatives P1 and P2 for the path from
8 (Fig. 15(c)), to end up with the path from 12, which has
only one possible routing (Fig. 15(d)). The rest of free paths
(i.e., paths from inlets 3, 7, 11, and 15), as explained, are then
constrained. We observe that all needed crossing points are
lined up in the diagonal of the top-left subgrid, ready to host
the SEs (Fig. 15(e)).

We finally deal with a last detail. In an OMSN decomposed in
SuSs the last SuS simply implements the identity permutation
(see Fig. 3). This terminal SuS can be more effectively designed
according to an ad-hoc procedure, derogating from the one
described above for the other SuSs. In fact the terminal SuS can
be simplified, since there is no need to connect it to a further
stage. Fig. 16 represents the terminal SuS.

VI. DESIGN PROCEDURE OF OPTICAL

MULTISTAGE NETWORKS

Based on the discussion above, the design procedure of the
architecture of an OMSN can be summarized as follows:

1) consider the multistage network represented as a se-
quence of SESs and ILPs (“classical” representation);



Fig. 15. Example of sufficient-condition application.

Fig. 16. Terminal SuS.

2) decompose the network in SuSs;
3) iteratively define the configuration of each optical SuS by

means of the SuS design algorithm;
4) connect all the SuS modules to obtain the full network.
The SuS design algorithm integrates all the concepts reported

in Section IV and adopts Theorem 6 as configuration policy.
The main steps of the algorithm are depicted by the flow chart
in Fig. 17. Blocks A deals with the generation of the unique
paths, while blocks B are dedicated to the free paths.

In our work we have implemented the design procedure of
the OMSN (including the SuS algorithm) in a software tool.
We have then used the tool to carry out the design of several
banyan optical multistage networks of various sizes.

We report here two examples: a 16 × 16 switching-banyan
(blocking) network (Fig. 18(a)) and a 16 × 16 Benes (rear-
rangeable) network (Fig. 18(b)). The optical architectures are
represented rotated by 45◦ counter-clockwise compared to the
convention adopted in the previous figures. Network inlets are
on the left edge and outlets on the right edge of the networks.

Fig. 17. SuS design algorithm.

Fig. 18. Optical multistage network examples. (a) 16 × 16 SW-banyan
network. (b) 16 × 16 Benes network.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

What presented so far has been conceived to be technology-
implementation invariant. However, technology becomes rel-
evant once a specific implementation has been chosen: the
embodiments of the switching architectures we have proposed
may require particular extra features to match the technology.
We will not attempt here to go into many details, given the
primary theoretical nature of this work, but we shall discuss
in the following the main concepts by focusing on a set of
three cases.

As mentioned in Section II, we may leave the optical world
for a while and consider the electronic implementation of our
architecture. The evolution of technology of IC has allowed a
huge increment in the complexity of the circuits which can be
fabricated on a single semiconductor chip. Nowadays, from ten
thousand up to a hundred million transistors can be integrated
on a single chip by VLSI and ULSI process. By such a huge
amount of transistors, an entire system can be integrated on
a single chip, leading to the System-on-Chip (SoC) paradigm.
All the components of such a system need a communication
sub-system, namely a Network-on-Chip, to exchange data each
other. In VLSI/ULSI, the layout of a NoC is usually derived
according to the Thompson grid model [10]. In this model



[28], [29] the interconnect architecture is mapped on a grid of
vertical and horizontal tracks which are spaced apart at regular
unit intervals. Two layers of interconnect are used to route the
wires. Vertical wires are built in the top layer, while horizontal
wires are built in the bottom layer. Hence, wires belonging
to two different layers may cross each other without being
incident, that is avoiding any direct contact of the metal strips.
To change direction, a vertical (horizontal) wire is connected to
an horizontal (vertical) wire in the other layer by contact cuts
or vias between the two layers.

Our layout complies to the Thompson grid model: the two
approaches share the concept of grid mapping and horizontal/
vertical wire separation. In fact it is trivial to see from the
previous sections that two layers hosting horizontal and verti-
cal segments would be sufficient to obtain each SuS, making
our procedure suitable to implement Banyan networks for a
VLSI/ULSI SoC.6

Let us go back to the photonic world: in this context, loss,
crosstalk, spectral distortion and other phenomena may con-
tribute to limit in practice the maximum size of the OMSN
that allows error-free transmission of high-rate optical signals.
Each optical implementation technology exhibits a set of im-
pairments which are predominant in limiting OMSN scalability.

Let us consider the case of free-space optics interconnection
exploiting, for instance, 2-D MEMS switching technology.
Being crosstalk between optical beams practically negligible,
the most limiting parameter is insertion loss. This is due to
several phenomena: Gaussian-beam divergence, air absorption,
reflection coefficient of mirrors, mirror curvature and mirror an-
gular misalignment [30]–[32]. Loss caused by beam divergence
depends on the free-space distance between the inlet port and
the outlet port and on the radius of the mirrors encountered
by the beam. The other loss components are directly related
to the number of mirrors encountered by the optical beam on
its path from the inlet port and the outlet port. Mirror radius
is a critical parameter. In fact, it should be kept small to limit
power consumption and ensure reliability. On the other hand,
the mirror area should be larger than the largest cross-section
the Gaussian beam reaches along the optical path due to diver-
gence, otherwise a high amount of optical power will be lost,
falling outside the reflecting surface. In Appendix C we report
a brief and approximate feasibility analysis, to show how the
beam divergence-related impairments can limit the architecture
scalability.

Let us discuss now the case of integrated-optics implemen-
tation, in which waveguides are used for signal propagation.
The insertion loss is determined by: beam path length (because
of surface roughness), number of waveguide crossovers and
number of waveguide bends [33]. Loss due to the first two
factors is predominant, while loss due to waveguide bending
is negligible if the bending radius is not too small. But in this
case, the major concern is crosstalk, rather than loss. Crosstalk
is generated by the waveguide crossovers and the switching ele-
ments. Crosstalk due to the latter strictly depends on the optical

6In the original definition of the Thompson model there is a particular
constraint that deserve a separated discussion. For more information see
Appendix B.

switching technology used; total crosstalk due to the former is
a function of the number of crossovers and also depends on the
fabrication process of each of them. Though techniques such as
multimode tapered structures [34], [35] are able to improve the
crosstalk of each single waveguide crossover (also mitigating
the loss), it is more effective to decrease the total number of
waveguide crossovers in the network. In single-layer integrated
optics, this can be achieved by modifying the construction
procedure of the architecture that we have presented in the
previous sections. We are currently studying modifications to
the technique reported in this paper to reduce the number
of crossing points. The results will be reported in further
publications.

If we assume that the OMSN can be fabricated using a
multi-layer integrated optics structure, a complete elimination
of all the waveguide crossovers would be possible. In fact
we may adopt the very same Thompson approach mentioned
before and used in VLSI/ULSI electronics, to separate vertical
from horizontal waveguide segments. Such an optical multi-
layer technology is currently not still available for commercial,
large scale fabrication, but there are many works in literature
proposing the exploitation of multi-layer structures to suppress
the crosstalk at the waveguide crossovers [36]–[39].

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have defined a systematic technique for the design of
optical multistage networks based on “classical” switching
architectures, known from the switching theory. Our approach
lets us precisely specify the structure of the switching-stage
modules and how to interconnect them, and it is compatible
with both integrated and free-space optics, several photonic-
device technologies and VLSI/ULSI electronics. In this paper
we have shown the application of the method to the family of
banyan networks based on NPBP permutations. However the
extension of the technique to networks based on other families
of interstage permutations (i.e., parity-preserving banyan and
EGS) has been already developed and has been presented
in [40].

APPENDIX A
SUPERSTAGE LAYOUT

The “Γ” shape we propose is compliant with all the fea-
tures of the architecture (i.e., modularity and arrangement of
optical paths in orthogonal patterns). Modifications of the SuS
boundary shape that do not modify the internal geometry of
the optical paths and the positions of the SEs are equivalent
to the one we are proposing (see Fig. 4). Fig. 19(b) and (c)
shows two of the possible alternative layouts of the SuS. As it
can be seen, the parity-direction accordance of the inlets/outlets
is kept (i.e., odd = vertical; even = horizontal), the concept
of unique and free paths can still be applied to such a shape
and, moreover, the cascadability property remains unmodified.
Therefore all the theorems are still valid. Obviously the layout
of the last stage must be modified accordingly to the shape of
the SuS.



Fig. 19. SuS alternative layouts.

TABLE I
MIRROR RADIUS [μm] VS. NETWORK SIZE

(NUMBER OF INLETS AND STAGES)

APPENDIX B
THE KNOCK-KNEE PROBLEM

A knock-knee is a position in the layout where two wires turn
by 90◦ in the same point [41]. For example, see position (2, 4)
in Fig. 5(a).

The knock-knees occur in our architecture, but they are not
allowed in the Thompson model according to its basic and
original definition. However the knock-knee problem has been
extensively studied in the past and several solutions have been
presented [42]–[44]. By resorting to the modified Thompson
model, known as Knock-Knee model, our architectures become
compliant with the VLSI/ULSI layout.

APPENDIX C
FEASIBILITY AND PERFORMANCE IN FREE-SPACE OPTICS

Using the Gaussian-beam theory [31], [45] we can calculate
the minimum mirror radius needed to guarantee a maximum
power loss of 3% due to mirrors. The parameter is computed as
a function of the size (number of inlets/outlets and of stages) of
the OMSN. Table I shows the results.

Owing to the fabrication-process limitations, the mirror size
cannot exceed 500 μm, hence only networks with a size corre-
sponding to a mirror radius less than 500 μm are feasible. For
example, we can observe that all the possible 8 × 8 and 16 ×
16 Banyan networks (N = 8− S = 3, N = 16− S = 4), and
8 × 8 and 16 × 16 Benes networks (N = 8− S = 5, N =
16− S = 7) are feasible. We can conclude that, for free-
space MEMS optical-switching technology, there are scalabil-
ity bounds to our OMSN, mainly due to reliability, fabrication
and packaging concerns [31]. In case of actual implementation
all these issues must be taken into account to improve the
architecture scalability.
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